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DICTIONARIES FOR STUDENTS

Our dictionaries offer the most up-to-date definitions, translations, usage advice, and practical help with writing and using English and other languages. Whether you are learning another language, looking for a definition or synonym, or trying to find an example of a word in use, we have a dictionary for you.

COMPACT BILINGUAL DICTIONARIES

Available in French, German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish, our compact dictionaries are perfect for those studying modern languages. Produced using the unique dictionary resources of Oxford University Press, these convenient paperbacks are packed with useful learning resources.

Extra features include:

- Verb tables and grammar guides
- Cultural notes and sample letters
- Helpful in-text usage notes
- Guidance on avoiding common mistakes

The world’s most trusted dictionaries: languages.oup.com/dictionaries
RESPECTED RESOURCES

Oxford University Press is the UK’s leading publisher of legal educational materials, with the widest choice of resources available for undergraduate, postgraduate and vocational law courses.

DIRECTIONS

Titles in the Directions series offer the most student friendly guides to the subject; empowering students to evaluate the law, understand its practical application, and approach assessments with confidence.

BLACKSTONE’S STATUTES

For over 30 years, Blackstone’s Statutes have led the market, with a rock-solid reputation for authority, accuracy and reliability. They are the only series to have been trusted in over two million exams.

CONCENTRATE REVISION

Credible revision and study guides to complement teaching. Oxford’s revision resources help prepare students for success: Concentrate guides show students what to expect in a law exam and what examiners are looking for; whilst Concentrate Q&As give students the best chance to practise their exam technique and evaluate progress.
Nursing is more than just a course and student nurses require more than a standard textbook. Oxford's nursing textbooks are rich in learning features and take a unique blended approach to your studies, making them an invaluable resource for students at university and on practical placements.
Oxford Quick Reference provides the very best accessible A-Z guides to key concepts in over 100 subjects. All written clearly and concisely by renowned academics, and regularly updated, they are the first choice in student reference.
Over 800 great works of literature and philosophy, from ancient Greek texts to the novels of the early twentieth century. With up-to-date editions of the text, plus critical introductions, explanatory notes, bibliographies and more, these are the perfect resource for students.

- Over 10 million copies now sold
- Over 600 titles, covering history, philosophy, politics, current affairs, science, religion, and the arts

**OXFORD WORLD’S CLASSICS**

www.oup.com/worldscourssclassics
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